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EasyEclipse Plugin Warrior (EPW) is a distribution of the IDE and Eclipse Plugins for building your own custom Java development environment. EPW is built upon an Eclipse 3.2.1 Platform Edition (PE) with plug-in support. Installing the EPW Platform: Use the "Add to Eclipse Platform" Wizard in the Java Plug-in to import the Eclipse Platform for Windows. Extract the EPW
Platform zip file, and unzip it in a directory. Open the "Install New Software" window, and enter the following URL in the "Work with" field: Select "Available Software Sites", click "Next" and install "Eclipse IDE for Java EE Developers" (Version 3.2.1) - the EPP to use for your Eclipse builds. Alternatively, if you are using the source tree, you can manually download the package,
and use the "Install new Software" tool in Eclipse. Note: To use the "Plugin Project Wizard" for building your own Eclipse Plugins and RCP applications, you will need to use a normal Platform with Plug-in support. See the "Plugin Project Wizard" below. EPW Installation from source code: All the source code for the Plug-ins can be downloaded from The source code zip file
contains all the required components - you only need to unzip it into your Eclipse installation directory. Note: If you choose to compile the plugins yourself, please use the instructions in the "Build Your Own Plugins" section. Compiling your own Plugins: 1) Build Eclipse with the "Eclipse Standard Build" and "Plugin Development" features (see below). 2) Add your plugins. 2a) Build
the "Tests" plugin as a standalone project. 2b) Copy the build products from the "Tests" project directory to the plugins directory (or make the plugins directory a sub-directory of the Eclipse installation directory). 2c) Build the rest of the plugins with the Eclipse Plugin Development build. Note: If you are developing a plug-in that provides additional plug-in functionality, you can
optionally run the "Tests" plugin as a separate instance of Eclipse, and connect to it using the "Debug Configurations" view. This way you can test your plug-in before building it
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The KEYMACRO is a method used in GUI development for embedding macros that can be invoked by a user to invoke a number of actions. KEYMACRO is part of the Eclipse SDK and is required for the development of Eclipse-based applications. Plugins for Eclipse Plugins: * Eclipse Modeling Framework 2.0.2 - Eclipse Modeling Framework is the foundation for the modeling-
related APIs, including EMF support for XMI, UML2 and EMF. (Linux, Mac OS X only) * Eclipse XMI Plugin 1.0.0.1 - Support for XMI editors in the Modeling Framework. * User Interface for Modeling Framework 0.9 - The editor for EMF models. * UI Development Toolkit 2.0.1 - Enables developers to build user interfaces easily using the EMF and SWT APIs. * RCP Blueprint
Viewer 0.8.0 - View and edit UML diagrams and RCP user interfaces using a graphical editor. * RCP Blueprint Editor 0.9.1 - Support for editing RCP user interfaces and building models with the Modeling Framework. Tools for general Java development: * Eclipse Java Development Tools 2.0.1 - Edit, compile, run, debug, test, refactor, document and deploy Java applications. * RCP
Tooling 2.2.1 - Integration for developing RCP applications based on the Modeling Framework and JDT. * RCP Debugger 2.1.1 - A debugger for launching Java applications on the Java Development Tools. * RCP Monitoring 2.1.1 - Automatically monitor your RCP application when it is running on the Java Development Tools. * RCP Container 1.0.0.1 - Construct an RCP container
application in an Eclipse project. * RCP Application 1.2.0.1 - Provides one set of APIs for building RCP applications. * RCP Application Development Plugin 1.0.0.1 - Provide APIs for application developers to build RCP applications with the Eclipse Modeling Framework. * Eclipse Resource Modeling 0.9.0 - Provides access to resources and sets of resources in the Eclipse
Modeling Framework and UML. * Eclipse Type System 0.9.0 - Provides access to types in the Modeling Framework and UML. * Source code for the Eclipse Platform and Java Development Kit 2.0.1 - The source code for 81e310abbf
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EasyEclipse Plugin Warrior is intended for development of Eclipse Plugins. This distro includes the following plugins: Core components with a JDK: * Eclipse Platform 3.2.1 - Shared platform services from Eclipse. * Eclipse Tools 3.2.1 - Common libraries for various Eclipse projects. * Java JDK for Windows 1.5.0.09 - Run Java application on Sun Java(tm) runtime, packaged for
Eclipse use. (Windows only) * Java JDK for Linux 1.5.0.09 - Run Java application on Sun Java(tm) runtime, packaged for Eclipse use. (Linux only) Tools for general Java development: * Eclipse Java Development Tools 3.2.1 - Edit, compile, run, debug, test, refactor, document and deploy Java applications. Some essential utilities: * AnyEdit Tools 1.5.6.2 - Useful right-click menus in
editors: "Open file under cursor", "Open type under cursor", et cetera. * Eclipse Utils Plugins 1.0.0.1 - Save the cursor position of editors when closing and re-opening a file. Access common team actions with explorer buttons. * Color Editor 1.2.4 - Edit with syntax highlighting over 100+ file formats. Tools for development of Eclipse Plugins and Eclipse-based (RCP) applications: *
Plugin Development Environment 3.2.1 - Develop, test, debug, build and deploy Eclipse plugins and rich client applications. * Eclipse Modeling Tools 3.2.1 - Adds the Modeling wizards and User Interface to the Eclipse Tools. * Source code for the Eclipse Platform and Java Development Kit 3.2.1 - The source code for the Platform and Java Development Kit, as well as some
documentation on writing Eclipse plugins. * Eclipse Visual Editor 1.2.1 - Build visual user interfaces for Swing, SWT and Eclipse RCP applications with a graphical editor. (Windows, Linux, Mac OS X only) Description: EasyEclipse Plugin Warrior is intended for development of Eclipse Plugins. This distro includes the following plugins: Core components with a JDK: * Eclipse
Platform 3.2.1 - Shared platform services from Eclipse. * Eclipse Tools 3.2.1 - Common libraries for various Eclipse projects. * Java JDK for Windows 1.5.0.09 - Run Java application on Sun Java(

What's New in the?

This distro includes the base Eclipse Platform, Java JDK, Eclipse Tools, Java Development Tools, and the Color Editor plugin. It also includes the right-click menu utilities (AnyEdit Tools) and an editor utility (AnyEdit Utilities). Some plugins are needed for the others to work: Eclipse Modeling Tools, Eclipse Platform, Eclipse Java Development Kit. The plugins in the easyeclipse
distribution come with good defaults for most of the development tasks, and the plugins needed for more extensive development are included in the full distribution. The full distribution includes the platform plugins, the platform source code and the Java Development Kit. The platform source code contains all the Java APIs and language constructs available in the JVM, as well as a
lot of other APIs that are not part of the API level that you can use with the Eclipse API. The JDT contains most of the Java development tools you use in the Eclipse IDE, including a powerful build tool, a debugger, an ant based editor, a quick documentation tool, a Java compiler, a Java interpreter and more. The Eclipse Modeling Tools provide access to the models that the Eclipse
IDE uses to represent your application. You can use the views to explore and view the models or edit and change them. The Eclipse Platform is an open-source implementation of the Eclipse IDE. It provides the core classes and services that the Eclipse IDE needs for you to develop and build your applications. The Color Editor contains a visual editor for editing color schemes and file
formats. It allows you to create color schemes and edit file formats, and see the result on your screen. You can also drag and drop colors into editors, or share your colors with others. The easyeclipse distribution is designed to ease your development of plugins and RCP applications for the Eclipse IDE. EasyEclipse Plugin Warrior Features: Many common tools for most Java
development tasks. All plugins in the easyeclipse distro are included with good defaults, and are easy to customize for your own needs. Only the plugins you need are installed and enabled. The plugins that are included in the distro are listed below. Java Development Kit * AnyEdit Tools 1.5.6.2 * Eclipse Utils Plugins 1.0.0.1 * Java JDK for Windows 1.5.0.09 * Java JDK for Linux
1.5.0.09 * Java JDK for Mac OS X 1.5.0.09 Platform * Eclipse Platform 3.2.1 - Shared platform services from Eclipse. * Eclipse Tools 3.2.1 - Common libraries for various Eclipse projects. * Eclipse Plugins 1.0.0.1 Color Editor * Eclipse Modeling Tools 3.2.1 - Adds the Modeling wizards and User Interface to the Eclipse Tools. * Source code for the Eclipse Platform and Java
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System Requirements For EasyEclipse Plugin Warrior:

Windows 7/8.1/10 (32/64 bit) Processor: Intel Core i3-540 / AMD FX-6300 or better Memory: 4 GB Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or AMD HD 7850 or better Hard Drive: At least 2.5 GB Network: Broadband Internet connection IMPORTANT: 1. The game only requires a single core. To be able to benefit from increased performance, use a multi-core CPU. 2. The game is
required to
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